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Google has just released a new Android app called Bolo ('speak' in Hindi), which is designed to help children learn Hindi and English. It operates completely offline, making it ideal for use in rural areas with poor mobile connectivity, and comes with a friendly voice assistant to guide children through included lessons
aimed at elementary school students. The app, which is presented in Hindi, has several stories in both languages suitable for different levels of reading. With the help of Dio, a virtual assistant, children can learn to read by repeating sentences she reads aloud. If a child finds the word difficult to pronounce, Diya
automatically discovers that and helps them before proceeding with the rest of the story. In addition, when children learn English, Diya helps them with the pronunciation and meaning of the word in Hindi. This is a good feature for children whose native language is not English. Google has described Bolo as its latest
charity aimed at people in India. To that end, it doesn't look at monetizing the app in any way; It does not collect any personal data either, and is completely safe for children to use without having to worry about their privacy being invaded. Bolo already has 50 stories in Hindi and 40 in English, and a bunch of word games
to download; The company said it is working to add more content and support more insights into the app soon. A study published by the nonprofit Annual Report on the State of Education (ASER) Center last year said that only 44 percent of children enrolled in fifth grade are able to read books intended for second-grade
students. As part of its pilot program with nearly 1,000 children, Google said it observed 64 percent of children demonstrating improved reading skills after using Bolo. Now, with the wider release of the app, the company aims to reach more children across India. You can find out more about the app here and download
the app here. Read next: quadrigaCX has provided another extension to find the lost $134M in the cryptocurrency AppsGoogleGoogleEnglish languageHindieducationMobile app Last update September 28, 2020 Brain confusing network information. We don't remember a single fact, but instead we are interconnected by
association. Whenever we experience a new event, our brains link the sights, smells, sounds and our own experiences together into a new relationship. Our brain remembers things by repetition, association, visual images and all five senses. By knowing a little about how the brain works, we can become better learners
by absorbing new information faster than ever. Here are some tips that will help you start:1. Use Flashcards Our brains create ingrained memories through repetition. The more times we hear, see, or repeat something for ourselves, the more likely we are to remember it. Flash cards can help you quickly learn new
subjects and Flash cards allow you to learn anywhere at any time. Their portable nature gives them quick training sessions on the bus, on the move, at lunch, or in the doctor's office. You can always pop out your flash card for a quick 2 to 3 minute study session. To create effective flash cards, you need to put one point
on each flash card. Don't download the entire map with information. It's just overload. Instead, you should devote one concept to each map. One of the best ways to make a flash card is to put one question on the front and one answer on your back. So you can repeatedly quiz yourself into you have mastered any topic of
your choice. Commit to reading through flash cards at least 3 times a day and you'll be amazed at how fast you pick up new information. As Tony Robbins says: Repetition is the mother of craftsmanship. Create the right environment For the times you study can be just as important as how you study. For an optimal
learning environment, you will want to find a good place that is pretty peaceful. Some people may not stand deafening silence, but you certainly don't want to learn near constant distractions. Find a place you can call your own, with plenty of room to spread your belongings. Go there every time you study and you find
yourself adapting to a productive learning schedule. Every time you study in the same place, you become more productive in this place because you associate it with your studies.3 Use acronyms to remember informationIn your quest for knowledge, you may have once heard of a strange term called mmmonics.
However, even if you haven't heard of this word, you've certainly heard of its many applications. One of the most popular mnemonic examples is Every Good Boy doing well. This is an acronym used to help musicians and students memorize notes on triple stave key. An abbreviation is simply an acronym formed using
the intial letters of the word. These types of memory tools can help you learn a large amount of information in a short period of time. Listen to MusicResearch has long shown that some types of music will help you remember the information. Information received while listening to a particular song can often be memorized
simply by playing songs mentally in your head. 5. Rewrite your notesIt can be done manually or on your computer. However, you should keep in mind that handwritten writing can often stimulate more neural activity than when writing on a computer. Everyone should study their notes at home, but often times, just
rereading them too passively. Rereading notes can cause you to disconnect and distract. To get the most out of your time make sure it's active. Rewriting notes turns passive learning time into an active and attractive learning tool. You can start using this technique by buying two laptops for each of the Classes. Dedicate
one of the notepads to notes during each class. Dedicate another notebook to rewriting notes outside of class.6. Participation of your emotions Emotion plays a very important role in your memory. Think about it. The last time you went to a party that people you remember? The lady who made you laugh, the man who
hurt your feelings, and the guy who screamed in the hallways are the ones you remember. They were the ones who had the emotional impact. Fortunately, you can harness the power of emotion in your own training sessions. Increase your memory with five senses. Don't just remember the facts. Don't just see and hear
the words in your mind. Create a vivid visual picture of what you're trying to learn. For example, if you are trying to learn many parts of the human cell, start a physically rotating cell in your eyes minds. Imagine what each part can feel. Start taking the cell piece by piece and then reconstructing it. Paint of a human cage
with bright colors. Increase the cell in your mind's eyes so that it is now six feet tall and put on your personal comedy show. This visual and emotional mind game will help you deeply encode information into your memory7. Make AssociationsOne out of the best ways to learn new things to link what you want to learn with
something you already know. It's known as association, and it's the mental glue that controls your brain. Have you ever listened to a song and were inundated with memories that were associated with it? Have you ever seen an old friend who evoked memories from childhood? That's the power of association. To
maximize our mental abilities, we must constantly look for ways to connect new information with old ideas and concepts that we are already familiar with. You can do this with mindmapping. A map of the mind is used to chart words, pictures, thoughts, and ideas into an interconnected network of information. This simple
practice will help you connect everything you learn into a global network of knowledge that can be learned from at any time. Find out more about mindmapping here: How Mind Card visualize your thoughts (with Mind Map Examples) Featured Photo Credit: Alyssa De Lewa via unsplash.com Join our newsletter for tech
tips, reviews, free books, and exclusive offers! Please confirm your email address in an email we just sent to you. Join our newsletter for technical tips, reviews, free e-books and exclusive deals! Please confirm your email address in an email we just sent to you. The letter H - the eighth letter of the Italian language - is
called acca, but does not sound. This silent consonant is used as the original letter only in forms of verb avere (to have): ho (I have), pronounced as about; Hi (you have), pronounced yes; Ha (he or she has), pronounced ah; and Hanno (they have) pronounced pronounced In some cases, the words with H are
pronounced in the same way as the word without H. For example, hanno (they have) and ano (year) are pronounced in exactly the same way. Because it is silent, some will argue about the importance of the letter H. But the fact is that the Italian H appears after consonants with and g in front of vowels e and i to harden
their sounds. No matter whether H changes not only the pronunciation, but the meaning of the word as well. Ci (with several values, including here, there and us) is pronounced as chi, while chi (who) sounds like a clue. Other uses for H: le chiese (churches), without H, crollano (collapse).i chioschi (kiosks), become so
light that they volano (fly) through the air scattering giornali (newspapers) everywhere.i cherubini (cherubim), for which taking away Acca was like taking away their wings, cadono (fall) with sky.le chiavi (keys) can not aprire le porte (open the doors), so people have to sleep outdoors.le chitarre (guitars) lose tutte le corde



(all their chords) and can not make music.il Chianti, without Acca, takes on un sapore disgustoso (disgusting taste), and I bicchieri (glasses), become a biccieri (glasses), No (gallo) can fare chicchirichi (go cockle-doodle-do) in the morning. Unpronounceable H makes appearances in many everyday expressions,
including: Ahi! Oh my God!     Ahime! Ohim! Alas!     Yes! Oh! Ok!     About! Oh! Oh!     Ohibe! - for shame! Many H words migrated untouched to Italian, including harem, hamster, going, hardware, helium, and homeland. Others take on Italian decorations, as in Hollywoodiano, then there is an Italian asino (donkey) who
brays hello ho!, not hi-ha. As mentioned above, other Italian words that start with H: Ha - He/she Hanno - They have Ho - I have an Italian-English dictionary dictionary mathematics dictionary english to hindi download. mathematics dictionary english to hindi pdf
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